A unified version of promoter-search software, exploiting evolutionary conservation in the structural organization of bacterial transcription machinery is suggested (PlatPromU). In contrast with the initial algorithm PlatProm, optimized for recognition of σ D -dependent promoters in the genome of Escherichia coli (E.coli), modified version does not use weight matrices, reflecting the occurrence frequency of consensus base pairs within −10 and −35 elements. Its predicting potentiality was assessed by the ability to recognize the known promoters of Corynebacterium glutamicum (C.glutamicum) -evolutionarily distant from E.coli microorganism. «Sensitivity» of PlatPromU appeared to be comparable with that of specialized program (PlatPromC), adapted for recognition of C.glutamicum regulatory sites, and higher than predicting potentiality of initial algorithm PlatProm. Unified program, modeling only structural and conformational features of promoter DNA, may, therefore, be recommended as a tool for preliminary mapping of regulatory sites in genomes with unknown context of specific elements.
INTRODUCTION
A computer-based search for promoters has now becoming an important instrument for genome annotation. With equal efficiency it can reveal transcription initiation sites for genes encoding proteins, rRNA and tRNA, as well as promoters, controlling synthesis of untranslated, antisense and alternative RNA-products [1, 2] . However, most promoter finders explore sequence motifs specifically recognized by σ-subunits of RNA polymerase as the main indicators of promoter DNA. In spite of apparent evolution stability of the transcription machinery, the context of these motifs varies noticeably both for promoters of different bacteria and for promoters recognized by different types of σ-factors within one and the same microorganism [3] . That means that algorithms searching promoters of a particular type should be specifically adapted for the context of their conservative elements. This necessity in a specific adaptation essentially restrains the usage of computational approaches as a valid annotation tool.
In this study we suggest the approach opening an opportunity to overcome this limitation using algorithm PlatProm, initially adapted for σ D -dependent promoters of E.coli. In addition to consensus hexanucleotides, forming specific contacts with σ-subunit of RNA polymerase, PlatProm takes into account conformational features of the promoter DNA. Due to evolution stability of RNA polymerases and universal structural organization of transcription machinery in different microorganisms, these features may be invariant or very similar in different * ozoline@icb.psn.ru promoter types. The contribution of structure-specific elements in the PlatProm scores constitutes approximately 50%. Full version of this software recognizes 85.5% of E.coli known promoters with p<0.0038 reliability. If only structure-specific modules in the promoter DNA are taken into account, "sensitivity" of the program decreases, but still remains rather high -62.4%. Discriminative potentiality of structural modules provides thereby a chance to detect promoters without any contribution from the sequence-specific modules.
The genome of Corynebacterium glutamicum was used to test predictive potentiality of the unified program. In this genome 160 promoters of the main σ-factor -SigA (a counterpart of σ D in E.coli) were mapped by experimental techniques. This is enough to develop new version PlatPromC, specifically adapted to corresponding promoters. The ability of unified version PlatPromU to find the regulatory sites of C.glutamicum was compared with that of specified version (PlatPromC), as well as with predictive potentiality of PlatProm algorithm. For this reason a new method of determining threshold levels, which ensure selection of transcriptional signals with equal statistical significance in the outputs of different search programs, was developed. The scores exceeding this level for 3, 4 and 5 standard deviations (StD) were considered as significant. Adapted program PlatPromC was most effective at the first level of reliability, but more stringent criteria made unified program more efficient, thus opening a way to suggest it for annotation procedures.
METHODS

Genome of C.glutamicum and promoters
The nucleotide sequence of the genomic DNA of C.glutamicum ATCC 13032 (NC_003450 in NCBI database [4]) was used for scanning and corresponding gene map for subsequent analysis. This genome is 3309401 base pairs (bp) long and contains 53% of G/C bp. Coordinates of the transcription start points for known promoters of C.glutamicum were taken from the original papers (table 1) . Nucleotide sequences of promoters were obtained using auxiliary program DNA Tools (developed by A.A. Deev). 
Design of PlatProm weight matrices
Correspondence of genomic sequences to conservative hexanucleotides -35 and -10, forming the specific contacts with the σ-subunit of RNA polymerase, was estimated using position weight matrices (PWM). Their occurrence frequencies (weights) were calculated the same way as proposed by Hertz and Stormo [51] . Each of these matrices possesses 24 parameters kij, determined as: where i -nucleotide position in the element, j -particular nucleotide (A, C, G или T), ij foccurrence frequency of nucleotide j in position i, j n -normalization coefficient, reflecting the occurrence frequency of j in analyzed genome. The correspondence of analyzing nucleotide sequences to the consensus elements is estimated as a sum of contributions given by all pairs located in regions of expected disposition of conserved modules:
where kij -weight of the nucleotide, located in the analyzed position and calculated by the formula (1), or 0 (the possibility of summation is provided for degenerative alphabets). The variations in spacer (S) length between -35 and -10 elements (allowed range 14 ≤ S ≤ 21) and distance (D) between -10 element and the transcription start point (allowed range 2 ≤ D ≤ 9) were taken into account using weight matrices, reflecting occurrence frequencies of different distances in the training set of promoters: The computation of the optimal PWM was performed by the method of successive iterations. PWMs of the first step were calculated manually on the basis of 30 promoters, which conservative hexanucleotides were found experimentally by genetic techniques. Modules identified by PlatProm as a consensus hexanucleotides in the promoters of learning compilation (308 non-homologous and non-overlapping sequences), were used by the program to generate refined PWMs (first iteration). These PWMs were used in the next step and so on up to the full stabilization of occurrence frequencies in subsequent steps.
Peculiarities in the nucleotide sequence nearby transcription start points were accounted by one-dimensional weight matrix, which parameters (kdi) reflect the occurrence frequency of 16 dinucleotides in the position -1:
Where di -particular dinucleotide, di f -occurrence frequency of di in position -1 in the promoter compilation, di n -occurrence frequency of di in genome. The presence of functionally important dinucleotide TG in the 5'-flanking region of -10 element (kTG) was accounted by the same way.
Along with elements listed above, PlatProm takes into account specific conformational features of promoter DNA, as well as the modules, favoring transcription complex formation and its transition to the productive initiation [1] [2] [3] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] . These elements include:
-regular distribution of polyA(T)-tracts, which interact with RNA polymerase -subunits or stabilize the transcription complex by a properly induced bend; -flexible YR-dinucleotides (Y=C=T, R=A=G), which support adaptive isomerization of the DNA helix upon interaction with RNA polymerase or regulatory proteins; -periodic distribution of mixed A/T-tracts, hypothetically participating in RNA polymerase sliding along the DNA; -direct and inverted repeats as a putative targets for interaction with transcription factors; -other dominant motives previously revealed for E.coli promoters by cluster analysis [56] . Sequence elements were considered as a promoter-specific, if their occurrence frequency in the particular position of the promoter DNA (the range of analyzed area: -250/+150 according to the start point of transcription) was at least 5 standard deviations (StD) higher than background level. All of them are taken into account by 60 cascade matrices (exemplified in table 2), which differ from usual PWMs by containing frequency weights for only dominating motifs (calculated as normalized natural logarithm of occurrence frequency for a particular sequence element in the fixed promoter position). If scrutinized sequence possesses several overlapping motifs (for instance, ACAТ-53 and CAT-52, table 2), the contribution to the total score gives only that one, which weight in the promoter compilation is higher (ACAT). An absence of all promoter-specific motifs in a particular sequence is penalized by the negative contribution quantified as a logarithm of the portion of such promoters in the training set.
The total score was calculated as a sum of contributions given by all weight matrices, balanced by such a way, so as an overall contribution of the cascade matrices appeared to be ~50%. For this reason, the contribution of the every cascade matrix was normalized per the relative information content of corresponding promoter region and that of the last base pair in the −35 element (the least conservative base pair). Information content was calculated by the algorithm, suggested in [57] .
Estimation of the statistically significant threshold level
Two sets of sequences were previously used to estimate the background level and StD, typical for non-promoter DNAs [1] . The first of them (CS1) was composed of 273 fragments of coding sequences taken from convergent E.coli genes longer than 700 bp, which are separated by at least 50 bp intergenic space. The probability of coming across a functional promoters within such genes is minimal. The second set contained 400 random sequences with the same AT/GC-content as in the studied genome. Each of these two sets has certain advantages and limitations. An advantage of the first compilation is its biological authenticity but already annotated genome is required to collect natural sequences and available number may be less than required for statistical analysis. Any size set of random sequences can be t6 easily obtained computationally but generated fragments with certain probability will contain promoter-like sequences, which non-random distribution in genomes is controlled by evolution. In this work we suggest the novel method of threshold levels determination. Its essence is to select natural sequences, which have minimal probability to function as promoter DNA. For this purpose the mean value of score (F) and StD was estimated for 1000 bp long fragments (average length of a gene) using the sliding window mode of calculations. Then the genome was partitioned per the segments of equal length, and position with minimal F (Fmin) was found within each of them (exemplified in fig. 1 ). The mean value of Fmin across the whole genome ) (F was considered the background level, while the mean value of corresponding StDs characterized variability of the PlatProm scores in non-promoter regions. The values of StD did not show essential dependence on the partitioning density, while the value of Fmin tend to decrease with increased length of the segments ( fig. 1, table 3 ). To select an optimal density, the values of F given by different segmentations were compared with the background level quantified on the basis of CS1. The closest values were found in the case, when genome of E.coli was partitioned by 5000 bp segments, so such values of F were used to calculate the three thresholds (L) after scanning of the C.glutamicum genome by different PlatProm versions: Ln = F + nStD, n = 3, 4 and 5. 
Adaptation of the PlatProm PWMs to the context of C.glutamicum −35 and −10 modules
Assuming invariant structural organization in the bacterial transcription machinery, only PWMs of the PlatProm were adapted to the context of C.glutamicum promoters. Initially these matrices were designed using training set composed of 308 known E.coli promoters (see above), while "sensitivity" of the program was estimated using test compilation, composed of 290 non-overlapping and non-homologous E.coli promoters, absent in the training set [1, 2, 52] . But restricted amount of experimentally mapped promoters in C.glutamicum genome (a total of 160 sequences of which 3 identical) not allowed to compose two independent compilations. Thus the strategy of alternate targets was used to test the quality of specialized program. In this case each known promoter in turn was considered as a testing sample, while remaining 157 sequences were used to quantify PWMs. But through-genome scan with a purpose to determine the background level was made by a specialized version of the program (PlatPromC), which was designed based on all 158 promoters.
Unification of PlatProm
The design of the unified algorithm is a complex multistep program, which implementation may require accounting of additional factors or, perhaps, further simplification of the PlatProm scoring system. As a first step in this study we validated predictive capacity of the program PlatPromU using only cascade matrices of PlatProm.
Criteria used to estimate predictive capacity of computer algorithms
"Sensitivity" of the programs used was estimated as a percentage of promoters identified at different levels of reliability. Scores, exceeding the background level by 3, 4 or 5 StDs (p < 0.0014, p < 0.00004 and 0.000001, respectively) were considered as significant. Promoters was considered as recognized, if predicted point of the transcription initiation laid in the range ±5 bp nearby the experimentally mapped start. Since experimental identification of the RNAs 5'-ends is associated with some inaccuracy, the promoter was considered as accurately recognized by computer program, if the position of predicted start coincided or was located within 2 bp region nearby experimental point. Fig. 2 exemplifies the distribution of significant scores in front of C.glutamicum gene phoR, encoding phosphate regulon sensor kinase-phosphotransferase. The transcription start point of this gene is located 44 bp upstream of the initiating codon ATG [10] .
RESULTS
All three algorithms (PlatPromC, PlatProm and PlatPromU) revealed promoter-like site alongside of phoR. But E.coli-specific algorithm (PlatProm) overlooking the real transcription initiation point (position −44) offers the position −75 as the most probable start (middle plot in fig. 2 ). Specialized program PlatPromC accurately identifies the real start (red bar in the top plot of fig. 2 ), while also predicts transcription initiation at position −74. The score in this position exceeds the background level by 4.99 StD, which corresponds to p < 0.000001. That means that only 7 promoter-like signals with the same amplitude may be found in the genome of C.glutamicum by chance. The probability for this signal to be a false positive is, therefore, very low, especially as unified program (bottom plot in fig. 2 ) predicted this additional start (and the real point of transcription initiation) with very high reliability. Most probably that means that phoR expression may be controlled by two tandem promoters. consistent with the generally accepted view, which assumes relevance of the specific adaptation for the promoter search algorithms. «Sensitivity» of the unified program, operating with only cascade matrices (grey bars), at the first cut off level was almost the same as «sensitivity» of adapted algorithm (79.7%), while at higher levels even exceeded it. That means that the structure-specific modules in the promoter DNA, scored by the cascade matrices, indeed, may be used as efficient indicators.
DISCUSSION
The study presents the first version of the unified software with ability to point out transcription initiation sites within the genomes with poorly characterized or completely unknown regulatory elements. For this purpose a simplified version of the PlatProm was used. PWMs, estimating a correspondence of nucleotide sequences to the consensus −10 and −35 elements of E.coli σ D -dependent promoters, in the simplified version were switched off.
Performance of the program was tested using promoters of C.glutamicum. This Gram-pozitive microorganism belongs to the phylum Actinobacteria, while Gram-negative E.coli is a Gammaproteobacteria. A predictive capacity of unified version was, therefore, evaluated in the strict conditions of heterologous genetic system. The data obtained, with no doubt, indicate that the structural features of promoter DNA may be used to point out transcription initiation sites. However, a majority of currently used structure-specific modules are enriched by А/Т-pairs. Thus, it is not yet clear, how efficiently the unified program will be able to find promoters in the genomes with heightened and, conversely, lowered GC-content.
The analysis of the data obtained revealed higher tendency of transcription signals, found by the unified program, to form extensive clusters, than that of specialized algorithms ( fig. 2) . The presence of clustered transcription signals nearby the real promoters has long been known and discussed [1, 58, 59] . It has been speculated that overlapping promoter-like sites are used by cell transcription machinery to increase local concentration of RNA polymerase hereabout transcribed genomic regions [58, 59] . Along with this phenomenon, in the genome of E.coli genome we discovered abnormally long (≥ 300 bp) «promoter islands» [1] . Efficiently interacting with RNA polymerase they exhibited paradoxically low transcription activity [1] . It is not excluded that these novel structural elements perform some kind of specific biological role not necessarily associated with RNA synthesis. Comprehensive comparative screening of the «promoter islands» by unified and specific algorithms in different genomes may be useful in order to accept or reject an assumption on the involvement of these new genomic elements in the structural remodeling of chromosomal DNA.
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